Energy powers the delivery of services, from those essential for a meaningful livelihood to those that drive the machinery of economic growth. Properly managed it has propelled societies to prosperity. Lack of energy has trapped many in poverty. Injudicious energy use damages the ecosystems on which our sustained development depends.

This presentation provides limited and selected reflections in response to three questions: (1) What are feasible strategies for developing countries to transition to sustainable energy systems while at the same time aiming for high and sustained growth to meet poverty reduction targets? (2) To what extent is sustainable urban development critical in such strategies? (3) What new directions in international cooperation and agreements would be needed to enable the implementation of such strategies?

It is suggested that some of the answers may be found in: (A) The development of empowered institutions to support efficient deployment of strategic energy infrastructure. (Such infrastructure provides benefits at lower economic and ecological costs over its lifetime.) (B) Clear forward thinking to take advantage of urbanization patterns opens opportunities to provide low cost services and lock-in lower ecological footprints. And (C) these may be strongly facilitated by collaborative activities that build capacity to diagnose current development, autonomously map out development futures and assess their related market, ecological and institutional implications in developing countries.
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